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.{BSTRACT It is a policy of State govemments in Australia to encourage export-oriented
activities in their jurisdictions. The most popular method of quantifying the effects of such
policies is regional input-output (IO) analysis. Here we use an 8-region-12-sector computable
general equilibrium (CGE) model to look at the effects of new export activities in South
Australia. Relative to the IO approach, we find that CGE modelling adds intercsting insights
concerning likely price-induced effects. These include: export expansion and import
replacement arising from enhanced competitiveness associated with scale economies;
crowding out of traditional export activities associated with exchange rate appreciation; and
changes in inter-regional factor flows associated with changes in inter-regional factor returns.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two complementary theories of regional development are the export-base theory
end the theory of cumulative causation. In the export-base theory2, growth in a
subnational region depends primarily on growth in external demands for the region's
products. External demand growth can come from other regions in the nation or from
-'rther nations. A key assumption of the export-base theory is that there is sufficient
intra-national factor mobility that subnational regional growth is unconstrained from
the supply side. Then, with an increase in the export demand for its products, a

:egion can expand its output and employment by attracting factors of production
rrom other regions. This allows regional expansion without regional price increases.

A quantitative representation of the export-base theory is provided by the single-
region input-output model. In this model, regional output expansion is not
;onstrained by resource scarcities and does not generate price movements. The only
source of regional growth in the IO model is exogenous increases in final demands
ror the region's products. In some variants of the model (with regional consumption

The authors thank Guy West and an anonymous referee for helpful comments on an
:arlier version ofthis paper.
t See Nijkamp, Rietveld and Snickers (1986) and Armstrong and Taylor (1993) for
:rpositions of the export-base theory. A current Australian regional model which gives
:\ports a key explanatory role in regional development is West (1994).
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arrcl population linked to regional income, with regional investment linkec :.
regional growth; and with regional imports linked to regional outputs)r. e\:'. -
expansion is the only avenue of exogenous increase in regional final dema::

Consistent with the export-base theory of regional development, these variants of '-:'.

IO model identify expotl demand as the dominant source of regional growth.

The cumulative-causation theory of regional development emphasises the r: :
of economies of scalea.In this theory, an expansion in regional output (initiated. sr'.

by an increase in the region's exports), leads to agglomeration economies oS r.;

firms and labour are attracted to the regions. The resulting exploitation of exteri,:

and internal economies of scale reduces costs in the regional economy and enhanc 
= =

the competitiveness of its traded-goods sectors. This generates another round ::
expansion in the region's economy by allowing the region to make further increa...

in its exports and to replace imports.

Because the cumulative causation theory gives a central role to cotnpetitivenc ''
effects (price changes), it is not well encapsulated by the IO framework. \\'ha: ,

required is a model in which regional exports and imports are price sensitive.

An approach which emphasises competitiveness effects is computable gener.

equilibrium (CGE) modelling. In CGE models, price sensitivity is built in via utilir. -

maximising specifications of consumer behaviour and profit-maximis:::
specifications of producer behaviour. At the same time, CGE modelling retains l:.:
most attractive feature of IO modelling, namely its ability to quantify linkas;.
between industries arising from their roles as customers for each others products

In this paper, we provide an illustration of how a CGE model can be used :-

analyse a regional development strategy involving both export growth ar.:

agglomeration economies. We apply MMRF6, an 8-region, 12-sector CGE model-.

in a comparative-static analysis of the long-run effects on the South Australian anc

other State and Territory economies of (i) an increase in South Australia's

international exports of Manufactures and Professional Services, and (ii) an increase

in productivity in the South Australian manufacturing sector linked to the sector's

growth in output. This example arose in recent work designed to assist the South

3 Links such as these can be built into the IO model in a variety of ways. See, for example.

West (1994 and 1995).
a See Richardson and Townroe (1986) and Armstrong and Taylor (1993) for expositions
of the cumulative-causation theory.
5 For an Australian discussion of agglomeration or cluster effects see Bureau of Industrl
Economics (1994, chapters 2 and 3).
6 The full name for the MMRF model is the MONASH Multi-Regional Forecasting model.

Complete technical documentation is given in Naqvi and Peter (1995).
7 This level of disaggregation makes MMRF a relatively detailed multi-regional CGE

model. Other models in this class include: Liew's (1981) 30 good,6 region model of
Australia; Ko and Hewings'(1986) 5 good, 5 region model of South Korea; Harrigan and

McGregor's (1988) 1 good, 2 region model of Malaysia; Mutti, Morgan and Parhidge's (1989)

5 good, 6 region model of the U.S.; Madden's ( 1990) 9 good, 2 region model of Australia; and

Wigle's (1992) 13 good,6 region model of Canada.
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Australian governlnent to assess various proposals by multinational corporations to
establish export-oriented activities in the State.

We find that MMRF generates employment and output multipliers for South
Australia with respect to SA export growth similar to those that could be obtained
from a single-region Io model. For regional economies, MMRF implies that there
can be a considerable percentage increase in economic activity arising from a
demand-side shock with little effect on factor prices. Thus, in simulating the effects
on South Australia of an exogenous oufward movement in the demand curves for SA
exports, MMRF behaves much like an Io model. However, MMRF takes us beyond
lO analysis in two directions. First, being a multi-regional model, it allows us to look
at the effects of SA expon expansion on the rest of Australia. Second, being a CGE
model, it allows us to analyse supply-side and price-induced effects, especially those
associated with agglomeration economies.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we provide an overview of
\'1MRF. Section 3 discusses the main assumptions underlying the present application
.-rf the model. Section 4 explains the results. Concluding remarks are in section 5.

2. OVERVIEW OF MMRF

MMRF divides Australia into the six States and two Territories. There are five
lpes of agents in the model: industrial sectors, capital creators, households,
iovernments, and foreigners. In each region, there are twelve sectors and twelve
:apital creators. The twelve sectors each produce a single commodity and the twelve
:apital creators each produce units of capital for a single regional sector. Hence
\IMRF recognises 96 industrial sectors, 96 commodities and 96 types of capital.
lach region in MMRF has a single household and a regional government. There is
:lso a Federal government. Finally, there are foreigners, whose behaviour is
.ummarised by export demand curves for the products of each region and by supply
:'rn'es for international imports to each region.

MMRF determines regional supplies and demands of commodities through
-'ctimising behaviour of agents in competitive markets. Optimising behaviour also
jetermines industry demands for labour and capital. Labour supply at the national
tr el is determined by demographic factors, while national capital supply responds

:-. rates of return. Labour and capital can cross regional borders so that each region's
:rdowment of productive resources reflects regional employment opportunities and

=iative rates of return.
The specifications of supply and demand behaviour coordinated through market

:.earing equations, comprise the CGE core of the model. In the version of MMRF
-'sd in this paper, there are two blocks of equations in addition to the core8. Ther
::scribe (i) regional and Federal government finances, and (ii) regional labour

' In forecasting versions of the model there is a further block of equations describing
s:::.mulation relations between: capital and investment; population and population grourh:
rc rcreign debt and the national balance of trade. However, in the comparative-static \ ersiLrn
:: \1\lRF used here, these accumulation equations are redundant.
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- .r-ir'ts. ln the renrainder of this section, we provide further details r'rn \'.t.ri.:
-::.r:r{ u ith the CGE core. tbllowed by comments on the additional tuo t'1.-.:... :r'

r'.t-lJiltrnS. rrn data requirements and or.r the cornputational technique.

l.l. The CGE Core

Thc' CGE core is based on ORANI, a single-regional model of Australia rD .. ,r-

Prnncnter. Suttorr and Vincent, 1982). Each regionaleconomy in MMRF lt'rck. r-l

:n OR.{\l model. Horvever, unlike the single-region ORANI rnodel. \t\1!-:
rnciudes inter-regional linkages. In MMRF, changes in economic conditions:: i-
lrne regional economy affect the other seven via inter-regional flows of cornntc::,:l
rnd tactors of production. The basic theoretical assumptions made in the CGE :.'-:
cf \1\1RF are as follows.

The .\'oture of Morkets

The 96 cornrnodity markets in MMRF are assumed to be competitive. implr .-:
equalitv betrveen the producer's price and marginal cost in each regional sect---

Dernand is assumed to equal supply in all markets other than tlre labour nra:\.-
(\\here excess supply conditions can hold). The governrnent intervenes in marks-'
br inrposing ad valorem sales taxes on commodities. This places wedges benre*-
the prices paid by purchasers and prices received by the producers. The mocr
recognises two margin commodities (Domestic Trade and Transpon 6,

CLrnrmunication) which are required for each market transaction (the movement .':
a cornmodify from the producer to the purchaser). The costs of the margins a:=

included in purchasers' prices.

Dennnds for Inputs to be Used in the Production of Commodities

MMRF recognises two broad categories of inputs: intermediate inputs an:
primary factors. Firms in each regional sector are assumed to choose the mix c:
inputswhichminimisesthecostsofproductionfortheirlevel of output.Ther are
constrained in their choice of inputs by a three-level nested production technolosr
(Figure 1). At the first level, intermediate-input bundles and primary-factor bundles
are used in fixed proportions to output. These bundles are formed at the second level.
Intermediate input bundles are CES combinatious of international imported goods

o There are several CGE models incorporating imperfect competition in commodin
markets. Examples are Harris and Cox (1983), Honidge (1987) and Norman (1990). An
overview of this work is given by Dixon and Parmenter (1996). At this stage, the literature
does not provide an alternative to the competitive paradigm which generates results that are
superior on either formal statistical criteria or on an informal plausibility basis. The biases in
the results produced by a competitive model in a situation in which competitive assumptions
are inappropriate are likely to vary between applications. The current literature does not give
us any guidance as to the biases that may affect the present study.
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Figure l. Production Technolory for a Regional Sector in MMRI'
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and dontestic goods.'I'he primary-factor bundle is a CES combination of lab''- -'
capital and land. At the third level, inputs of dornestic goods are formed as t : '
combinatiops of goods from each of the eight regions, and the input of labt'u:

fonled as a CES combination of inputs of labour from eight different occupatrr -:
categories.

Househokl Demunds

I1 each region, the household buys buldles ofeach ofthe l2 types ofgood. :

maximise a Stone-Geary utility function subject to a household expendii-:'

constraint. As in Figure l, the bundles are CES combinations of imported ":-
dornestic goods, with domestic goods being CES combinations of goods from e:: -

region. A Keynesian consumption function determines household expenditure ". .
function of household disposable income.

Demunrls for Inputs to Capital Creation tnd the Determinution of Investment

Capital creators for each regional sector combine inputs to form units of capil.

ln choosing these inputs, they cost minimise subject to technologies similar to th::

in Figure 1; the only difference being that they do not use primary factors' The us=

of primary factors in capital creation is recognised through inputs of the constructic:

commodity (service).
Determination of the number of units of capital to be formed for each region:

sector (i.e., determination of investment), depends on whether we are looking at th=

short- or long-run effects of a shock. In short-run experiments (where the year.-:

interest is one or two years after the shock), capital stocks in the regional sectors an:

national aggregate investment are exogenously determined. Aggregate investmen:

is distributed between the 96 regional sectors on the basis of relative rates of returr,

In long-run experiments (where the year of interest is five or more years after

the shock), it is assumed that the aggregate capital stock adjusts to preserve ar.

exogenously determined economy-wide rate of return, and that the allocation oi
capital across regional sectors adjusts to satisfy exogenously specified relationships

between relative rates of return and relative capital growth ratesr0. Investment in the

year of interest in each regional sector is then determined via exogenously specified

investmenVcapital ratios. The experiments reported in this paper use the long-run

specification.

Governments' Demands for Co mmodities

Commodities are demanded from each region by regional governments and b1

the Federal government. In MMRF there are several ways of handling these

r0 We assume that if a shock increases the growth rate in capital of a regional sector relative

to that of other regional sectors, then it will also increase the sector's rate of return relative to

that of other sectors.
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Jemands, including: (i) endogenously, by a rule such as moving government
:rpenditures with household consumption expenditure or with domestic absorption;
ri) endogenously, as an instrument wlrich varies to accommodate an exogenously

:etermined target such as a required level of foreign debt; (iii) exogenously.

Foreign Demond (International Exports)

MMRF is similarto single-region models in its specification of foreign demand.
.r each region, the export-oriented sectors face downwardly-sloping demand curves
:..r their commodities on international markets.

1.2. Additional Blocks of Equations

Government Finances

For each of the eight regional governments and for the Federal government,
\[\lRF includes revenue equations for income taxes, sales taxes, excise taxes, taxes
:n international trade and for receipts from government-owned assets. As described
:,*ready, the model accounts for public expenditures on commodities (or services).

-: also contains outlay equations for each government for transfer payments to
'..-useholds (e.g., pensions, sickness benefits and unemployment benefits). Transf-ers

::..m the Federal to the regional governments are modelled, appearing on the outlay

'.de ofthe Federal budget and on the revenue sides ofthe regional budgets.

The specification in MMRF of government finances makes the model a suitable
:--.,.1 for (a) analysing the effects of changes in the fiscal policies of both the Federal

:-'r ernment and of the regional governments, and (b) analysing the impact on the

: :Jsetary situation of the nine governments of a wide range of shocks.rr

fr, eg io nal Labo ur Mar kets

This block of equations relates: regional population and population of working

'ie: and regional population of working age and regional labour supply. It also

:el-tnes regional unemployment rates in terms of regional demands and supplies of
.:.}|f ur.

There are three main possible treatments in MMRF for regional labour markets:

regional labour supply and unemployment rates are exogenous and regional wage

:-iirentials are endogenous, (ii) regional wage differentials and unemployment rates

13 exogenous and regional labour supply is endogenous or (iii) regional labour
;,-pply and wage differentials are exogenous and regional unemployment rates are

:llogenous.

Papers which draw on the fiscal specifications in MMRF include Meagher and Parmenter

wi), Madden (1995) and Crowe (199.5).
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2.3. Data Requirements

Peter B. Dixon and Matthew LI' f'

The CGE core of MMRF requires a rnulti-regional input-output table tose:- v
with values for the elasticities of substitution in the CES nests of the specificat .
of technologies and preferences. The governrnent finance block requires dat.
regional and Federal government revenues and outlays. The regional labour ma:, i
block requires regional demographic, employrnent and labour force data.

Suitable regional data for the government finance and labour rnarket block. '-,
published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), see Peter (1994). Hou e" .-
the ABS do not compile multi-regional IO tables. IO data for the MMRF core ',* L

created by disaggregating the national IO table used in the national CGE ntc:.
MONASH (see Dixon and McDonald (1992) for a description of the MONASIi .

data). The regional disaggregation of the national IO table involved three steps

splitting of columns using regional proportions of industry outputs and i::
demands; (ii) splitting of rows using inter-regionaltrade data available frorn Qui: .-
(1991); and (iii) application of RAS procedures to ensure equality in the mu.:'
regional input-output tabie between the outputs and sales of regional sectors. Det" i

of these steps are in Han (1992) and Han and Peter (1994).

For values of prirnary-factor and domestic-import substitution elasticitr;:
MMRF relies on the ORANI national database (Kenderes, 1995). We hare -

estimates of substitution elasticities between domestic products from differ.-'
regional sources. We assume that high numbers are appropriate, five times the valu:,
for domestic/import substitution elasticities. That is, we assume that differc--
domestic varieties of good i are closer substitutes than are domestic and import=:
varieties.

2.4. Computing Solutions for MMRF

MMRF is a system of non-linear equations. These are solved usir..
GEMPACK,T2 a suite of general-purpose programs for implementing and solr i:.:
economic models. A linear, differential versiou of the MMRF equation system ,

specified in a syntax similar to ordinary algebra. GEMPACK then solves the syster
of non-linear equations as an lnitial Value problem, using a standard method, suc:
as Euler or midpoint, (see for example, Press e/ al. 1986). For details of th=

algorithms available in GEMPACK, see Pearson (1991).

In the simulations reported in this paper, we used the Euler multi-step algorithn'

to generate solutions to the non-linear equation system of MMRF. We also generatec

solutions to the linearised version of the model. Comparing the results from the

linear and non-linear solutions, we found the linearisation errors to be negligible. '

12 See Harrison and Pearson (1994).
13 We define the relative ercor (re,) as re = ll\Oltt-ynt,)lynt,l, where y/ is the percentag:

change in the nh endogenous variable in the linear solution andynli is the percentage chang.
in the non-linear solution. In the simulation reported in section 4.1, for example, the averas;
value of re, (for all variables for rvhich ynl-is non-negligible) is 0.02, ranging from 0 to 0,E
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.:r this paper, we report results of the linear version of the model because this
:.rcilitates sensitivity analysis by ignoring second- and higher-order derivatives of the

:ndogenous variables with respect to the exogenous variables.

3. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

For the present study, we conduct three MMRF simulations, giving the effects
,.f:

i) a $100 million stimulation of manufacturing exports from South Australia;
ii) a $100 million stimulation of professional-service exports from South Australia;

and

iii) a one per cent improvement in total factor productivity'4 in South Australian
manufacturing.
Results are reported separately in Tables I to 3 for these three simulations. By

-parating our results, we allow the reader to perform sensitivity analysis.15 For

=rample, a central case in our work presented to the South Australian government
,*as a package consisting of an $80 million stimulation of SA manufacturing exports

:lus a $20 million stimulation of SA professional-service exports plus a 0.1 1 per cent

nprovement in SA manufacturing productivity. To calculate the effects of this

:rckage, we combine results from the three Tables as follows:
i.esult for variable z in package:
. S0xresult for z in Table 1+0.20xresult for z in Table 2+0.1 I xresult for z in Table

.: -- is employment in South Australia, then:
3.esult for variable z in package

= 0.80 x 0.353 + 0.20 x 0.4'18 + 0.ll x 0.829

= 0.4'7 per cent,
e.. the package increases SA employment by 0.47 per cent, or about 3410 jobs.

In the analysis presented to the South Australian government of the implications

: f possible export packages, the roles of simulations (i) and (ii) were to represent the

::tcts of exports of machinery and of engineering design services. The third
.:mulation was used to represent agglomeration effects.

All three simulations represent long-run, comparative-static effects (effects after

i r-rr firore years of sustained application of the shocks), and in all three cases, the
-:sults are for deviations from a base case forecast for the year 2000. In row 2 of
- able 1-part A, for example, the result in column 5 means that if SA's manufactured

:\ports were $100 million above their base case forecast in each of the years 1996

:,. 1000, then in 2000, SA employment would be 0.353 per cent above its base case

l:.e smallness of the linearisation enors in all simulations in this paper, reflects the relatively
:;rall size of the shocks imposed.
' This is a one per cent reduction in labour and capital per unit of output in SA

:.anufacturing.
' As explained in section 2.4, our results are computed by a linear method making possible

:: sensitivity approach described here.

l9
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fbrecast.
In gencrating thc nutnbers in Tables I to 3, we intposed the folltru -.

assumptious.

Lubour Markel

We assul"ne that additiorral export activities in South Australia do not atl.:"
aggregate ernployment in Australia. In the long run, aggregate employmer.: ,

deterrnined by dernographic variables, participation rates and the natural rzli-' . -

unernployment.16 These variables are unrelated to SA exports. In our simulati..:.
productivity enhancing activities (including possibly extra exporting from Sr--'-'

Australia) increase the real wage rate at which the exogenously given lere. '

ALrstral ia-rvide employrnent is achieved.
Although in our sirnulations extra SA exporting does not affect Australia-ri ::.

employment, it does affect the regional distribution of employment. SA exP--:

activities draw labour and capital into South Australia, away from the other State .

We assume that wage rates in Australia are set at the national ler e

Consequently, in our simulations, productivity increases in South Australia ber.-::
those in other States give South Australia a cost advantage. This allows Sou:--

Australian products to replace those from other States in national and internation"
markets.

Capital Formation

Because we are concerned with the long run, we allow for capital reallocatic:
effects in our simulations. For example, in simulating the effects on South Australir
manufacturing of increased exports, we allow the SA manufacturing capital stock t-
deviate from its base case level. We assume that in the long run, average rates.:
return on capital over all regional sectors will be the same with and without extra S.:.

exports. Initially, these exports may increase rates of return in SA firms. We assum<

that this draws capital to SA, thereby driving rates of return back towards their initia
levels. We do, however, allow increased rates of return to persist in regional sectLrr:

experiencing rapid groMh relative to those in industries experiencing slow grouth
(see footnote 10).

Demand Aggregates

With increased exports and manufacturing productivity in SA, our simulations
indicate that there will be an increase in the State's capital stock. We assume that in
a typical long run year, (i.e., after the shocks have been sustained for 5 or more

16 The assumption that, in the long run, the national
population growth, labour force participation rates and

the standard steady-state (i.e., long-run) assumption
models (see Powell and Murphy, 1995).

employment level is determined b1

the natural rate of unemployment, is

of most modern macroeconometric
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-rrs) investment in Soutlr Australia will deviate from the base case in line with the
::', iation in the State's capital stock. Sirnilarly, for the other States, we assume that
::, iations in investment are in line with their capital stock deviations.

We assume tlrat the ratio of State-governrnent public consumption to private
: -:.surlption is unchanged by our shocks. Similarly, for the Federal government, we
rjiume that the deviation in their expenditure from the base case is in line with the
r. -stralia-wide deviation in private consumption expenditure.

To tie down the long run deviations in consumption (private and public) from
--:ir base case levels, we assume that our shocks have no long-run effects on the

-le balances of Australia and of the States and Territories. That is, we assume that
-':ional and regional expansions in income are matched by national and regional
: t tansions in absorption.

DETAILED RESULTS

.\s explained in section 3, the effects of a development package can be

:::ulated in MMRF as a weighted sum of the effects of its components. In the

:ri:€nt example, the components are: an increase in SA manufacturing exports; an

.:,::3ase in SA service exports; and an increase in SA manufacturing productivity.
-: .rnderstand the effects of any package consisting of these three components, all
:--: is required is an understanding of the effects of each component separately.

r 1. The Effects of a $100 million Increase in SA Exports of Manufactured
Products (Table 1)

ln Table l-part A, we see that the Australia-wide effects are negligible. By

',;:nption, there is no effect on Australia-wide employment (row 2, column 1,
-i:.: i-A). Because manufacturing is less capital intensive than overall productive
r:-'. in. stimulation of manufacturing with fixed aggregate employment reduces the

:-.r.urrnvrS capital stock (row 3, column l, Table l-A). This explains the slight

=:-:tion in real GDP (row 1, column l, Table 1-A).
\\'ith Australia's trade balance held constant, additional manufacturing exports

-- '.i J-6u1 traditional rural and mining exports. The mechanism is exchange-rate
: ,.. iment. Additional manufacturing exports strengthen the exchange rate, reducing
:€ :.rmpetitiveness of Australia's other export products. This explains the negative
-r'-.:s in column I of Table l-B&C for output and employment in the rural and

: :.:.3 sectors, and in the closely related transport sector. Output and employment
: -.-'iufacturing, on the other hand, increases. The adverse competitiveness effects
:'',-.. :he exchange rate are outweighed bythe irnposed increase in manufactured
"' -r- -i.

\t the regional level, SA gains strongly from the assumed stimulation of its
:-u: -:3ctured exports. In our deviation year (the year 2000), the base case forecast

i- '--: gross state product (GSP) of SA is $51 billion. Thus, our shock of $100
r : :, to SA manufactured exports is worth 0.196 per cent of SA GSP. As can be

re ::--:Tr rorv l, column 5 of Table l-A, the application of this 0.196 per cent shock
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::.-rduces an increase in SA GSP of 0.364 per cent. Hence, the multiplier for the SA
:;trrorny on stimulation of manufactured exports is 1.86 (:0.36410.196).t1

The $100 rnillion irrcrease in SA manufactured exports represents a 0.461 per
:ent increase in the sector's sales.r8 ln row 3, colurnn 5 of Table l-B, the increase in
---,e sector's output is only 0.437 per cent. With expansion of SA manufacturing there
.. in our simulation, an increase in the user costs of manufacturing-specific capital.
?ut another way, our simulation allows SA manufacturing firms to respond to an
:rrease in the demand for their products by not only increasing output, but by also
::reasing their profit margins. The increase in their profit margins reduces their
::npetitiveness in domestic markets, leaving the increase in SA manufacturing
r -tput (0.437 per cent)
i :nle below the initial impact effect of the increase in exports.

All other SA sectors are stimulated by increases in demands for their products
: the expanded SA economy. The most trade-exposed sector in the SA economy,
:::J the one relying least on SA for absorption of its product, is rural. Consequently,
: is is the SA sector with least gain in output and employment from the stimulation
.: SA manufactured exports. The sector with the least international exposure is
::mestic trade (wholesale and retail trade). This is the sector with the largest
:€rcentage gains in output and employment. Domestic trade in SA is stimulated not
-r11 by increases in SA output and employment, but also by strong growth in SA's
:,terstate and international trade.

Unlike the situation in the other States, the SA mining sector relies relatively
::le on international exports. Most of its production is absorbed in SA.

,-,:nsequently, this sector is among those strongly stimulated by growth in the SA
::.rnomy arising from additional manufactured exports.

In the rest of Table l, we see slightly adverse effects on the other States and

lerritories of SA's success in manufacturing exports. These effects arise from
:r.change rate appreciation and loss of labour and capital to the relatively buoyant
S { economy. Only the ACT, which depends almost entirely on Federal government

:rpenditures, is shown in Table 1-A with non-negative effects on output,
::ployment and capital. The ACT affects are, however, negligible.

It is interesting to compare this multiplier with those obtained by West (1995, Table 6,

: ll2) in five different regional modelling frameworks. Our multiplier is close to West's IOE
,::E-terrn multiplier. The assumptions underlying the IOE-long-term model are similar to
:- rse made in the present application of MMRF. In both cases, the calculations refer to the

:lects of a sustained increase in final demand for a region's products after a sufficient elapse

:: :ime to allow factors of production to be drawn into the region and for the induced rounds
:: lncome/expenditure increases to have been fully worked out.

' In our typical year database, SA manufacturing sales (excluding intra-industry sales) are

!11.7 billion. To some readers, this may seem high in relation to SA GSP of $51 billion.
-l*svg1, readers should not confuse sales with value added. Value added in SA

-:rufacturing is only about $7.3 billion, implying that the manufacturing share in SA GSP

: rbout l4 per cent. Sales include not only value added, but also intermediate inputs. In
::nufacturing indusffies, the value of intermediate inputs is, on average, about fwice that of
. :..re added.
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The States worst afl-ected by SA mar-rufactured exports are WA. \- .'"
Queerrslaud. These are the States relyirtg most on traditiorral exports. Th: '*:
sufl'ering the sntallest adverse eff'ect is Victoria. This is the State with the r:: : ;;

reliance on traditional exporls. lt is also the State with the heaviest reliance - - ' -

for the absorption of its products.

4.2. The Effects of a $100 million Increase in SA Exports of Professional

Services (Table 2)

As in the previous simulatiorr, the Australia-wide macroeconotnic effects r l.: r
2-A, colurnn l) are negligible. However, because professional services is:* -.

capital intensive than overallproductive activity, the stimulation of this sectrrr. .. :'
fixed aggregate ernployment, iucreases the econolny's capital stock (rou'3. cc -- -

1, Table 2-A). This gives a slight increase in real GDP (row l, column I, Table l- .
The Australia-wide sectoraleffects in columrt I of Table 2-B&C are sinti,.---

those in column I of Table l-B&C. TIte main difference is that in Tab.. -
prof-essional services replaces manufacturillg as a principal gaining sector. ln :' ---

tables, the rural and rnining sectors suffer crowding-out via exchangB r: :
appreciation.

In column 5 of Table 2-A,we find that SA benefits strongly from stimul:: . -

of its professional service exports. As in the previous simulation, the shock r S . '

million) is worlh 0. 196 per cent of SA GSP. This generates an eventual increa.. -

SA GSP of 0.531 per cent, giving a multiplier on professional service exports oi i -

(:0.s3 u0.1e6).
The rnultiplier on SA professional service exports is considerably higher i::-

on SA rnanufactured exports. This is because SA rnanufactured exports rely hear

on intermediate inputs sourced frotn outside the State. In the production

professional services, there is comparatively little use of externally SoLlri: -

intermediate inputs.
Reflecting this lack of linkage between the SA professional services indus::'

and indr-rstries outside SA, the other States and Territories generally do u'orse -

Table 2 than in Table 1. l'here is, however, one exception, the ACT. It does sligl::
better in Table2 than in Table l. This is because the slightly better Australia-*::.
outcome allows Federal government expenditure to be higher in Table 2 thar. '
Table 1.

At the SA sectoral level, the results in Table 2-B&C are similar to:::
corresponding results in Table l-B&C. The nrost obvious difference is ::=
replacement of manufacturing with professional services as a major gaining sect,-:

The $100 million increase in professional-service exports represents an impa::
orr the SA sector's sales of about 1.2 per cent. The bulk of the sector's sales are to ti.:
SA economy. With the increase in SA GSP of 0.53 1 per cent (row l, column 4, Tab..
2-A), the professional services sector gains additional sales giving it a total increa=.

in output of 1.521 per cent (row 8, column 5, Table 2-B).
As in Table 1-B&C, in Table 2-B&C, the trade-exposed SA ruralsector gair.i

least, while non-trade exposed sectors, such as construction, public utilities an:
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donrestic trade, are ttrajor rvintters.

4.3. The Effects of a 1.0 pcr cent Improvement in Total Factor Productir in
in SA Manufacturing (Table 3)

ln Tables I and 2, the Australia-rvide effects were small. An expansion Ir'--:
demand for exports has little effect on GDP if it is unaccompanied by eith<: i'
increase in employrnent or productivity. As we saw, there were minor effec:. '

GDP due to clranges in the availability of capital. In Table 3, productivitl urc ',---

allows a significant increase in GDP.

In rorv l, column I of Table 3-A, Australia's GDP increases by 0.014 per.3--
In our base case forecasts for 2000. value added in SA manufacturing is about i

per cent of Australia's GDP. Consequently, a one per cent improvement in t ''
factor productivity in SA rnanufacturing has an impact effect on Australia's GDP

about 0.008 per cent. Thus the niultiplier for the national economy on manufactur::.

productivity growtlr is 1.75 (:0.014/0.008). This multiplier arises from cap:::

growth. Ir.r our sirnulation. total factor productivity growth encourages investn:;-'
and thereby generates extra capital (row 3, column l) allowing GDP expansr--

beyond the initial impact ef-fect.

As in the previons two simulations. the sectoral results for Australia retl.-:
crowding-out of rural and mining. With lower costs in manufacturing, this sect,-

ilcreases its exports and replaces impofts, thus strengthening the exchange rate. T: ,

harms the other trade-exposed industries where there is uo assumed producti\ .:

growth.
Despite strong gror.vtlr in Australia's manufacturing output (row 3, column

Table 3-B), rnanufacturing ernployrnent declittes (ro'uv 3, column 1, Table 3-Ct T-.
labour-saving effects of productivity growth outweigh the employment-creati:-
effects of output expattsiott.

Value added in SA manufacturing is about 14 per cent of SA GSP. The impa:'
effect on SA GSP of a one per cent irnprovement in total factor productivity gro\\'.-

in SA manufacturing is, therefore. 0.14 per cent. As can be seen from row l, coluri-.

5 of Table 3-A, our simulation gives a GSP increase for SA of 1.016 per cent. Thu.
the rnultiplier for the SA economy on total factor productivity grouth ::
manufacturing is 7.3 (:1 .0 I 610.140).

It is not surprising that the SA multiplier (7.3) is larger than the Australia:.
multiplier ( 1 .75). This simply reflects the ability of the now relatively more efficien:
SA econonty to attract capital and labour from the rest of Australia. However, u ha:

may seem puzzling is the large size of the SA multiplier. This reflects the smallness

of the SA economy (about 7.5 per cent of Australian GDP). A one per cen:

productivity shock restricted to manufacturing in SA has relatively little effect on

wage rates, which are nationally determined. This means that in an MMRF
simulation of an irnprovement in SA manufacturing productivity, SA attracts capitai

and labour from the rest of Australia without a significant accompanyinc

deterioration in its international competitiveness. In MMRF simulations of the

effects of a one per cent productivity improvement in the manufacturing sectors r.i
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larger regions (or of Australia as a whole), increases in wage rates redu:;
international cornpetitiveness, thereby reducing these regions' output expansions r":
their regional mu ltipliers.

ln colurnn 5 of Table 3-B&C, all SA sectors are shown as gaining strongll frr"-
the imposed improvement in total factor productivity in SA's manufacturing secrc:
The SA sector with the largest percentage gain in output is manufacturing (rorr -:

column 5, Table 3-B). Its output gain is sufficient to generate employment gros--:
(row 3, column 5, Table 3-C) despite the productivity increase. As in the earl:s-
simulations, the SA sector with the smallest output gain is the trade-exposed ru;-:
sector.

Consistent with our discussion of the SA productivity multiplier, the effects .-:
total factor productivity growth in SA manufacturing on the other States r=
generally smalland rtegative. With Australia-wide ernployment fixed and with rra:=
rates detennined nationally, real wage rates rise in all states. Only SA hl,
compensating productivity growth Thus, most States lose small percentages of the.:
resources to SA. The Northern Teritory, rvhich relies comparatively heavily on S.:.

manufactured goods, benefits from reductions in their costs. This enables NT expo.-
oriented sectors to expand (rows l&2, column 8, Table 3-B&C).

4.4. The Effects of SA Export/Productivity Packages (Tables 4 and 5)

In Table 4 we present the effects of an $80 million increase in SA manufacture:
exports combined with a $20 million increase in SA exports of professional sen'ice.
An 80:20 split is typical of the composition of the additional exports associated u iri
projects considered by the South Australia government. The figures in Table 4 uer<
calculated by adding 0.80 times Table I to 0.20 times Table 2.

Given the 80 to 20 weighting on Table I relative to Table 2, the results in Tabl;
4 are close to those in Table L However, relative to the pure manufacturing cas-
(Table I ), the results for the mixed manufacturing/ professional services case (Tablc
4) are a little more favourable to the SA economy. In Table 4, the increases in S.\
GSP and employment are 0.397 and 0.378 per cent whereas in Table 1 they are 0.36-
and 0.353 per cent. As explained in section 4.2, professional-service exports have :
higher multiplier effect for SA than exports of manufactures.

In Table 5, we continue to assume that there are increases of $80 million in SA
manufactured exports and $20 million in SA professional-service exports. We als,,-

assume that this extra export activity improves total factor productivity in S.{
manufacturing by 0.11 per cent. Thus, we calculate Table 5 by adding 0.1I times
Table 3 to Table 4.

We chose 0.1 1 after a little experimentation. With this value, we find in Table
5, that the percentage improvement in total factor productivity is 0.2 times the
percentage increase in SA manufacturing output (0.531 per cent, see row 3, column
5, Table 5-B). We think that 0.2 times the increase in manufacturing output is a

reasonable upper bound on the likely gain in SA manufacturing productivity arisins
from export stimulation. We base this on evidence from the literature on scale
economies. For broad sectors, estimates from this literature would not support our
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.:se of a number lrigher tlran 0.2. r')

As noted in section 4.3.. total factor productivity growth in SA manufacturing
:as very beneficial effects on the SA economy. In Table 5, with the productivity
rcrease set at 0.1 I per cent, the SA GSP and employment deviations associated with

:dditional exports of $100 million are 0.506 and 0.467 per cent. In Table 4, without
:he productivity increase, these deviations were 0.397 and 0.378 per cent. Because,
:r Table 4, output and employment in all SA sectors are increased by productivity
'xrprovements in manufacturing, all output and employment results for SA sectors
::e higher in Table 5 than in Table 4.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Economic models such as MMRF are complex. Most users of analyses based
:n an economic model do not have the time or inclination to understand in any depth
'..re model's equations or database. Controversial assumptions contained in the

:.tuations and database often have a crucial influence on results derived from a
-.cdel. Results may also depend on simplifications made by the analyst in trying to
:...uld the issue at hand into a form suitable for model simulation.

In these circumstances, it is incumbent on analysts presenting model results to
:,.n considerable effort into explaining them. They have an obligation to identiff the
:*chanisms of their model and the components of its database which play the key
--'ies in determining their conclusions. Only by providing full explanations can

::.alrsts give their clients the opportunity to make informed decisions as to how
-.del-based conclusions should be used.

In this paper we have provided an explanation of MMRF results on the effects
,: a $100 million expansion of SA exports, composed of manufactures and

:r:ttssional services. We have identified the roles of critical elements in our
::tabase, e.g., the size of the SA manufacturing sector in relation to the SA
i:,rnomy; the size of the SA economy in relation to the Australian economy; the
:kages between the SA manufacturing sector and the rest of Australia; and the

:aJe-exposure of different sectors. We have also identified critical mechanisms in
:,-r model (e.g., crowding-out effects associated with exchange rate movements) and

r*qed rvhat we believe are our most controversial assumptions (e.g., that additional
i 1 export activities will not affect Australia-wide employment). Finally, by
:r:r iding component tables (Tables I to 3), we have given readers considerable

-:pe for conducting their own sensitivity analyses. For example, readers can

!::erate new results based on different assumptions concerning the size and

::nposition of the additional exports from SA and the cost-reducing effects of
'.a:lomeration.

Among the results generated by us, the most striking are (i) that SA experiences

u- rncrease in its GSP far greater than the initial impacts of export and productivify
:---nges (i.e., SA experiences large positive multipliers) and, (ii) that extra growth
r SA has negative effects on growth in the other States.

See for example, Pratten (1989).
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A key assurlption underlying thc first of tlrese rcsults is that SA cart nr.-
irrcreasecl exporl dcnrancls rvithout cost increases. As mentioned in tltc itttroduct: -

the origintrl purpose of our study rvas to assist the SA goventment in assess.:-
proposals liorn rnultinational corporatiorrs. Specifically. we wcre cotrcerncd *.:-
responses to the SA governrlent's call lbr proposals fronr tnultinational corporatit -,

to operate Adelaide's water and sewerage system while, at the sante titne. sourcr- -
inputs (e.g., equipnrent and design services) liom SA for use in their operations -

the rest of the rvorld. Because nrLrltinational corporations face no barricrs to sourc':-
inpLrts liorn SA, our initial suspicion was tltat exlra exports from SA would :'-
achieved ortly via cross-subsidisation. We suspected that in their proposi'
rnultinational corporatious rvould quote higher charges for running Adelaide's u a:.--

services than they u'ould have in the absence of the requiretnent to generate exporl:

Thus. our initial inclination was to include an allowance for increased SA lvater ct'.:'
in our simulations of the effects of increased SA exports. The inclusion of such c. .-

ipcreases rvould Itave reduced the simulated benefits to SA of the goV€trme ni :

policy of linking export perfortnance with the provision of water services.

However, the multinational corporation u,hich made the successful proptrS:

assurcd the SA goventntent that extra expofts would be achieved without cro..-
subsidisatiorr. This corporation conducted a survey of SA engineering and desrt

firms. and concluded that SA rvas capable of producirrg a range of inputs for ti :
corporation's overseas operatiorrs at costs rro higher than those of current supplier.
Although this survey was extensive and detailed, the cost.of conducting it u;.
negligible in comparison rvith the costs of providing Adelaide's water service.

Given the results of the survey and the relative smallness of its costs, our suspicion-

of cross-subsidisation were allayed arrd rve felt justified in sirnulatiltg e\pr':
increases without increases in water costs.

A possible interpretation of the SA government's export-linking policy is as a:

effective approach to overcoming a rnarket failure caused by inadequacy of corporat.
awareness of the potential perfonnance of SA industry. An alternative response t,

such information deficieucies is to rely on publicly funded export-marketin:
organizations. The SA governrnent's strategy has the advantage of encouragin_i

prospective corporate custorners for SA products to seek tlteir own information. \\ e

think that self-generated inforrnation is likely to be more influential in corporate
purchasing decisions than infbrrnation provided by a public authority. Horverer.
research well beyond the scope of this paper would be required to assess the

advantages of the SA approach to stimulating exports relative to other possibilities
Our second main result (that other States experience losses from expansion in

the SA economy) raises the possibility of retaliation. In our simulations. ue
neglected this possibility and assumed that the policies of other States are

independent of those of South Australia. This assurnption is probably justified by the

smallness of the SA economy and the consequent smallness of the impact of SA
policies on the rest of Australia. In future studies using MMRF, it may be possible

to build in reaction functions which relate each State's policies to those of other
States. The inclusion of such functions might be important in simulating export-
promotion policies by the larger States.
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